
Witness God’s Narrow Only Gateway To Turn America Back Around

Challenging the early citizens, their secure sociological well being and leaders sprang
from many individuals solely reading, carefully logically pondering, trusting and acting upon
the testimonials of Jesus’ social teachings for an abundant life. However, when not looked
upon as being totally sufficient for the social welfare, correctness in the general population,
by  government  bureaucrats,  especially  educators,  then  Christian's  secular  and  also
supernatural  sociology will  be  diminished,  prohibited,  and replaced through government
propagating infidel philosophy, evolutionary cosmology, and humanism theology.

Exasperated by the infiltration of French infidelity.  Our honorable founding fathers
and especially early citizens were ravaged by crime,  immorality,  and weak character.  The
promulgating  of  infidel  sociology  was  enticing  many  in  the  early  nation  and  higher
education. It was said, the infidels of France raised among themselves three million francs for
the purpose of printing and distributing books to corrupt the minds of the American people.
Thanks to then university president Timothy Dwight in 1796 and many concern Christian
citizens,  the  infidel  philosophy  was  exposed  before  the  students  of  Yale  university  and
citizens across the young nation. The period following was one of unprecedented national
prosperity, and no serious student of history can mentally ignore, separate out the social and
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economic betterment from their essential Christian social roots.
Up until the beginning of the 1900’s almost all vaunted educators of Protestantism,

regarded Jesus’ testimonials as the infallible revelation of the true secular and supernatural
sociology for mankind. Soon afterwards humanism originated from German universities, in
intellectual  science  circles  and  among  theologians  swept  much  of  the  world  as  wildfire,
teaching  genuine  true  secular  sociology  could  be  found  only  within  experience  and  not
through a book of books, called the bible,  containing revelation inspiring man. Humanist
regarded Christianity as the highest expression of an essence common to all religions and to
regard  the  Christian  experience  as  fully  expandable  from  the  study  of  naturalistic  and
behaviorist psychology. In 1923 the document Auburn Affirmation” signed by 1,292 ministers
said in  effect,  we deny the supernatural  element  in Christ  miracles and the supernatural
element in his redemption work.

All forms of Christianity to humanist were regarded merely as fraternal societies with
certain social benefits. Humanist persuaded institutions of Protestantism to admit humanist
to their facilities on the ground the principle of academic freedom required the presentation
of all viewpoints.  In many instances humanists used orthodox words to convey humanist
thought, moving with caution, conspiring to take Christian oaths with mental reservations.
When humanist attained majority status they set up new standards and by various devices
eliminated  all  bible  believing  educators.  Many  ecclesiastical  administrations  of
denominations and seminaries were taken over by this so called “inclusivist strategy”.

Humanist  were  not  interested  in  carrying  out  the  importance  of  the  Christian
commission,  the  means  of  reconciliation  with  God,  the  redemption  from  sin,  and   the
liberation from the bondage of evil.  Instead they were vitally concern with the control of the
administration  that  would  give  them  world  influence  and  an  opportunity  to  make
internationally a “ new social order”.

America’s  government  bureaucrats,  especially  educators,  teachers,  sociologist,
psychologist  and  counselors  must  be  prohibited  constitutionally  from  propagating
perceptions  of  infidel,  evolutionary,  and  humanism thought.  Consequently  to  restore  the
early form of government recognizing a republic democracy, as a “sensitive Gage” where if
government  elected officials  and the  public  turn their  backs  and allow their  government
bureaucrats  to  set  up  new  standards  of  social  correctness,  and  use  various  government
funded means for propagation infidel, evolutionary, and humanism sociology, to occur and
flourish  in  their  students  and  court  appointed  clients,  it  will  continue  undoubtly  alter
drastically the nations elections. History shows for the first one hundred years of our nation
being not overwhelmed by a government supported infidel,  evolutionary,  and humanism
sociological  promulgation,  the  general  population  had  chosen  a  prominent  respect  of
individuals who from need and full of cares cherished reading, carefully logically pondering
and responsively acted upon Jesus secular social logic for an abundant life. Providing them
daily fortitude, integrity, and self control. Giving the most justified reason in the majority of
the founding fathers minds to seek their freedom from a tyrant king by redirecting to the
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early public more empowerment in governing, continued freedom for the people’s religious
free exercise,  and eventually as  some founding fathers  saw the eventually  freedom for  a
people in slavery.

My  gentle  urging  to  my countrymen,  is  to  return  to  our  early  national  spirits,  to
immediately  put  a  halt  to  the  funding  of  a  government  bureaucracy  propagating  a
replacement of sociology and psychology made from infidel philosophy, evolutionary theory,
and humanism theology, consequently creating faulty social impressions in especially our
young citizens. Only impartiality as out founding fathers will restore and secure the basic
rights of religious citizens, such as Christians, the constitution freedom to promulgate their
social  logic  without a government bureaucracy unconstitutionally interfering and stealing
away their hearer’s trust.  Without you bringing publicity and your prominence as elected
leaders to this early national defining principle, we as a nation will continue being weakened.
Where it is most obvious that recent history show no amount of laws, regulation added to the
funding of an unconstitutional in spirit bureaucracy under the heading of “education” for
replacing the people’s sociology, can persuade citizens from lawlessness and unrighteousness
toward each other.

May God have mercy upon us all

John Nowak

Human life Born of Water and Genetics

1992-1993

First birth of a human occurs when the sperm from the male births into the egg of a
female, forming a complete genetic human life. The born of genetics, human life, has the self-
evident right to live up to the second birth.

Second birth of a human occurs when usually the nine month developed complete
genetic human life, births out of the water into the world. The born of water human life has
the self-evident rights of his or her family and country.

A lady of  wisdom says  to  imprison every woman who killed their  born complete
genetic hum life for twenty four hours. Imprison every doctor for thirty days an confiscate all
wealth received in committing the killings. Imprison every advocate for sixty days that had
used the media to promote the killings.  Imprison any person for the possibility of  many
years, if he or she destroys any information of the identification of the people involved in the
killings.
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If I was elected to an official office and was given the  authority to judge the matter
before us. I would pardon the prison term of every person who killed a complete genetic
human life, if the person would make know their participation or killing with remorse to the
people, in the largest news paper of their locality.

All wealth received in committing the killings would still be confiscated for a memorial
park in Washington D. C. for the remembrance of the Slain Complete Genetic Human Life.

Unadulterated Lifetime Marriages

12-17-93

Elected officials must encourage young people to marry later in life, so there
will be ample knowledge and income to raise families to remain committed together.

A lifetime  marriage  occurs  when two consenting  people  a  male  and female
become one in the same flesh, sexual intercourse. Lifetime marriages have occurred as
early as twelve years old.

Government official separation is called a divorce.
Government unofficial separation is called a separation.
Government  official  or  unofficial  separation  dose  not  break  the  bond  of  a

lifetime marriage, rather it only separates the partners for a definite or indefinite time.
Consequently  sexual  intercourse  with  someone  outside  of  the  lifetime  marriage  is
adultery. Sexual intercourse is only unadulterated if one returns to his or her lifetime
marriage partner.

Refusing to recognize a lifetime marriage as the first act of sexual intercourse,
labeling a lifetime marriage as teen sex, and recognizing adultery as a remarriage, has
created  generations  of  multiple  sexual  partners.  Compared  to  an  unadulterated
lifetime marriage, these human relation sexual practices are more likely to give aids to
a sexual partner and their offspring, separation of children from natural mothers and
fathers, and violence, do to envy, mistrust, and passion.

Our nation can restore these self evident human relation sexual values. If I  had
children  and  one  of  them  at  twelve  years  old  became  married  by  unadulterated
consented sexual intercourse, I would after my upset feeling faded away congratulate
the married coupled. Then I would take them to city hall make the marriage official,
and inform them that they will not be allowed to see each other except to receive letters
and supervised visits until both reach seventeen years old. At this I would let them
resume the marriage and help them with food, clothing, shelter and heath insurance.

The country must recognize unadulterated consenting sexual intercourse above
twelve years old as life time marriages. Official separation should only be granted by
government in case of violence, adultery, incest, prostitution, homosexuality and rape.
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Remarriage licenses will  be given out for  death of the marriage partner,  a
partner  is  returning to  his  or  her  lifetime marriage,  and a  marriage partner  was
married previous by unadulterated consenting sexual intercourse.

Necessary and Unnecessary World Jobs

1992-1993

Free trade is helpful for the world, it helps other less fortunate nations. Our nation
does gain and lose many jobs. There is a very harmful affect that we must express not only to
our nation but also to the world.

This is self-evident that harmful affect to out children. Our children in the world need
mothers home to do the job of rearing their children to be patient, kind,, not envy, not to
boast, not proud, not rude, not self seeking, not to delight in evil, rejoice in the truth, protect,
trust, hope, persevere, to enjoy their creativeness, imagination, and the personnel memories
of being affectingly cared for by their birth mothers.

There are adequate number of jobs, but the women who are sufficiently supported by
husbands which leave their children home in the world to have jobs out of there homes, are
taking away jobs from single people and men and woman who support whole families by
themselves. They are also driving down the wages, because of an unnecessary large work
force.

 Our  world  has  become wealthier  for  a  time,  but  at  the  expense  of  losing  the
tranquility of our streets. Costing us the world trillions of dollars fruitlessly to repair the
damage lives.

Accountability Young Men and Women

1-12-93

A child between the ages of eight year to twelve years old cannot be put in jail. Parents
can in the rare circumstances can be put in jail in place of the child.

 A young man and woman can be put in jail between the ages of twelve and seventeen
years old. He parents can be put in jail by encouraging through verbal, example or neglect up
to the remaining accountable percentage, between the ages of twelve and seventeen.

A young man and woman at the age of twelve years and on can become a lifetime
married  partner  through  unadulterated  consenting  sexual  intercourse.  Young  men  and
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woman are more then fifty percent responsible for their actions. Children  between eight and
twelve years of age are not more then fifty percent responsible. 

Parents who verbally encourage young men and woman to marry at twelve years and
on, are relieved of their parental duties.

Parents who force through threats, physical harm, and punishment their twelve year
olds and older, for the specific purpose to marry another person by sexual intercourse, will be
convicted on the charge of rape, the other person and the parent.

Seduction will be a crime.
Seduction in the third degree will be when a person three years older seduces a young

man or woman, between the ages of twelve to seventeen. The seducer can be sentence upto
one year in jail.

● Seduction  in  the  second  degree  will  be  four  years  older.  The  seducer  can  be
sentence up to two years in jail.

● Seduction in the first degree will  be for five years or older.  The seducer can be
sentence up to five years in jail.

However  seduction,  if  it  is  unadulterated  and  consenting  by  the  young  man  and
woman is a lifetime marriage. 

Homosexuality and Polygamy
1992-1993

Tolerance, special rights, and honorable recognition have been sought by homosexuals
and polygamist for thousands of years. Inflamed are their lust for one another. However no
homosexual act has created a human life and polygamy observed from animal and human
history has created to many human lives, envy, and violence.

The country must insure the promote relational happiness of the general population.
Unadulterated  heterosexual  lifetime  marriages  creates  the  founding  fathers,  intended
relational  happiness  for  the  domestic  tranquility,  a  moderate  number  of  human  lives,  a
greater degree of healthy lifetime sex, and humane living conditions in the smaller families.

Homosexuals and polygamist are hampering the pursuit of happiness of the general
people, people cannot have heterosexual lifetime marriages side by side with homosexuality
and polygamy. Our nation cannot bear the consequences when a lifetime marriage person
loses his or her lifetime marriage partner for possible the rest of his or her life.

Solitary Human Confinement
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1992-1993

Socializing among convicted criminals takes away vital time funded by tax payers, for
deep reflective remorse of their crimes, correction facilities have become liken to social clubs,
schools of crime, and terrorism. Learning new criminal behavior, conspiring, and camaraderie
among criminals has terrorized and harmed citizens outside jail and prisoners inside jail.

The  death  penalty,  parole,  and  probation  are  implements  by  imperfect  man  and
polices.  Short  term,  long  term,  and  lifetime  solitary  humane  confinement  I  trust  can
satisfactory take the place of deterrent and the extreme death penalty. Parole and probation
should be only given by a request from the victim. If society is the victim there should be no
probation or parole. A judge has the final decision to allow probation or parole, but must
have a request from the victim.

Prison cells  should be at  least  twelve feet  by twelve feet  .  A comfortable bed with
plenty of length. Cells should have a view of the outside depending on good behavior. The
cell door should be solid with two small openings for food, request, and observation. There
will  be no social  interactions between prisoners.   A jail  will  be a quiet  place to  reflect  to
oneself and become remorseful of their crimes.

Only visitors that have no criminal records for last three years will be allowed to visit
prisoners. A list of all non-government secular, supernatural and secular religious groups that
seek  to  give  social  counseling,  will  be  given  to  every  prisoner  to  choose  their  personal
counseling.

Once a prisoner reaches seventy five years old he will be allowed to socialize among
similar age prisoners in a high security hall.

National Lifetime Marriage Proposal

8-27-93

Lifetime  marriage,  must  be  recognized  after  or  before  a  filed  marriage  certificate,
public ceremony, states a man and a woman has or will become one in the same flesh, sexual
intercourse, married. Promotion of abstinence, public ceremony and filed marriage forms are
necessary for order and peace, but not following through must not justify gov’t to exploit
these  lifetime  marriages  by  labeling  them  as  only  teen  sex  or  adult  sex,  distribution  of
condoms  in  schools,  and  abortion  killing,  These  unregistered  lifetime  marriages  need
recognition, responsibility, and perseverance for our country’s sake.

Some  expectation  of  tradition,  academia,  and  psychology  are  blinded  and  hostile
toward lifetime marriages  where  there  are  no  public  ceremony “  I  do  Marry”  or  a  filed
marriage certificate.
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Since the creation of symbols, people have mistakenly put their complete trust in a
ceremony, symbol, or sign then the past and future existence, act, or state. Is a marriage when
someone says “ I do marry” signs their name or is the marriage the actual consent that is
combined in the act of uniting in the flesh before or after a public ceremony, symbol, or sign?

Is a child a child before or after a signed certificate?
Is a person dead usually before or after a signed death certificate?

Safe sex, Government's distribution of condoms in schools, glamor of one night stands,
government's  label  teen sex,  abortion killing,  free love,  and the creation of contraceptives
have discourage especially young men and woman from informing family, public and gov’t of
their lifetime marriage, responsibility, and perseverance.

Young  men  and  woman,  12  years  and  older  should  be  taught  what  is  a  lifetime
marriage, benefits,  abstinence for order and peace in the community, and where and how to
full out a certificate of a lifetime marriage.

National Adultery Marriage Denouncement Proposal

9-11-93

Historically  rather  then  recognizing  a  young  man  and  woman  teenage  lifetime
marriage that has no outward sign, gov’t has granted marriage ceremonies and certificates to
adulterated, corrupted, non true lifetime marriages.

Gov’t  authorized  divorce  in  a  lifetime  marriage,  when  the  other  mate  commits
adultery,  is  allowable by government.  The official  divorce is  justified to  create acceptable
remorse,  change behavior,  appreciation  on the  part  of  the  adulterer  toward the  divorcer.
Hopefully resulting in a reuniting of the life time marriage.

However,  when  the  adulterer  or  either  the  divorcer  entertains  and  acts  to  marry
another person, the gov’t authorizes a marriage ceremony and certificate. This gov’t action is
unjustified, for now the gov’t has left their first objective protecting and encouraging proper
behavior  toward  the  divorcer,  true  lifetime  marriage,  to  encouraging,  legitimize,  and
honoring the creation of adulterated, corrupted, non true lifetime marriage.

Gov’t should be at least neutral or better yet denounce adulterated marriages. Gov’t
should  not  intrude  in  adultery  to  punish,  but  also  should  not  grant  honor  authoring  a
marriage ceremony and certificate to adulterers.

The leaders, the glamorous, the wealthy who entertain in adultery seek a sign of honor
and their sign is a marriage ceremony and certificate authorize by government.

Middle and poor America with fewer resources have become the losers of parents,
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houses, food, health, bankrupting and enslaving us to the federal goverment.
I  do realize the hardness of  people hearts,  suffering that  seek a remedy, people in

relation to adultery. Justified shame, sadness, and loneliness need be consequences allowed
by gov’t  for  people to  reap.  Hopefully  faithfulness  will  return more abundantly  through
rethinking,  remorse,  and  better  behavior,  the  majority  and  mainstream  of  people,  as  an
example for future young men and woman.

The old laws of  marriage  are  very  imperfect.  These  new laws are  hopefully  more
perfect to inform citizens tier duty toward their many neighbors, and at least encouraging
each other to become and stay truly lifetime married.
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